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About This Game

Paris in the spring. Shots ring out from a gallery…

A robbery… a murder… and the beginning of another epic, original Broken Sword adventure.

From multi-award winning Revolution Software comes the latest explosive episode in this classic series. Playing as intrepid
American George Stobbart and sassy French journalist Nico Collard, you find yourself on the trail of a stolen painting – and a

murderous conspiracy. A conspiracy whose roots lie in mysteries older than the written word...

Armed only with logic, integrity and a wry sense of humour - can George and Nico save mankind from disaster?

Can you solve the secret of the Serpent’s Curse? A curse forged by the Devil himself...

Key Features:

The latest game in the global smash Broken Sword series

Solve riddles, defeat conspiracies, and survive chilling threats

A wonderful cast of characters - all fully voiced
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Classic point-and-click gameplay

Stunning music from world-acclaimed composer, Barrington Pheloung

This Definitive Edition also includes:

Unlockable Character Gallery

Full controller support

Additional animations and sound effects

Enhanced UI

Tap-to-continue speech option
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Revolution Software Ltd
Publisher:
Revolution Software Ltd
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2014
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After how disappointing Broken Sword 3 and 4 were, this did feel like a breath of fresh air to go back to the traditions of the
original Broken Sword games with the simple point and click, even if I had to option to use my controller. But the ending did
make me feel a little unsatisfied, just a bit. Like does George clear his name after he was framed throughout most of the game
(hope I didn't spoil too much). But it felt like Broken Sword was picking up after a downward spiral after it seemed to have
peeked after Broken Sword 2. But I wouldn't mind a 6th game someday.
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